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Take an eccentric look at lost Britain through its railway request stops. Perhaps the oddest quirk of Britain’s
railway network is also one of its least well known: around 150 of the nation’s stations are request stops.
Take an unassuming station like Shippea Hill in Cambridgeshire—the scene of a fatal accident involving
thousands of carrots. Or Talsarnau in Wales, which experienced a tsunami. Tiny Stations is the story of the
author’s journey from the far west of Cornwall to the far north of Scotland, visiting around 40 of the most
interesting of these little used and ill-regarded stations. Often a pen-stroke away from closure—kept alive by
political expediency, labyrinthine bureaucracy, or sheer whimsy—these half-abandoned stops afford a
fascinating glimpse of a Britain that has all but disappeared from view. There are stations built to serve once
thriving industries—copper mines, smelting works, cotton mills, and china clay quarries where the first trains
were pulled by horses; stations erected for the sole convenience of stately home and castle owners through
whose land the new iron road cut an unwelcome swathe; stations created for Victorian day-tripping
attractions; a station built for a cavalry barracks whose last horse has long since bolted; and many more. Dixe
Wills will leave you in no doubt that there’s more to tiny stations than you might think.
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From reader reviews:

Sonja Johnson:

The book untitled Tiny Stations is the book that recommended to you to learn. You can see the quality of the
reserve content that will be shown to a person. The language that article author use to explained their ideas
are easily to understand. The article writer was did a lot of research when write the book, so the information
that they share for you is absolutely accurate. You also could possibly get the e-book of Tiny Stations from
the publisher to make you a lot more enjoy free time.

Frances Lockhart:

Reading a book for being new life style in this 12 months; every people loves to examine a book. When you
study a book you can get a large amount of benefit. When you read ebooks, you can improve your
knowledge, simply because book has a lot of information upon it. The information that you will get depend
on what sorts of book that you have read. If you want to get information about your analysis, you can read
education books, but if you act like you want to entertain yourself read a fiction books, this kind of us novel,
comics, along with soon. The Tiny Stations will give you a new experience in examining a book.

Virginia Combs:

Many people spending their time period by playing outside using friends, fun activity along with family or
just watching TV 24 hours a day. You can have new activity to spend your whole day by examining a book.
Ugh, ya think reading a book can really hard because you have to use the book everywhere? It ok you can
have the e-book, having everywhere you want in your Smart phone. Like Tiny Stations which is obtaining
the e-book version. So , why not try out this book? Let's see.

Lila Johnson:

You can find this Tiny Stations by visit the bookstore or Mall. Simply viewing or reviewing it could possibly
to be your solve challenge if you get difficulties for ones knowledge. Kinds of this reserve are various. Not
only simply by written or printed but additionally can you enjoy this book by e-book. In the modern era like
now, you just looking from your mobile phone and searching what your problem. Right now, choose your
own ways to get more information about your reserve. It is most important to arrange you to ultimately make
your knowledge are still update. Let's try to choose proper ways for you.
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